BestMentalist.com Releases Their 2017 List of Best Mentalists
BestMentalist.com has released their latest ranking of mentalists
October 5, 2017 (FPRC) -- Bestmentalist.com has today revealed their latest 2017 ranking of the
best mentalists. This comes barely two weeks after the firm announced that it was in the final stages
before listing its top mentalists for the year. Unsurprisingly, the Amazin Kreskin, Derren Brown, Ehud
Segev, and other household figures in the field of mentalism made it to this year’s top 7 spots.
Best Mentalist is an organization that conducts independent reviews of talent in the mentalism
sector and releases annual rankings on a consistent basis. According to information instructed on
the firm’s official website, they are not affiliated to any particular mentalist and provide unbiased
information to their audience. BestMentalist.com usually aims to help event organizers and party
planners who might want to bring in some unique entertainment to figure out which mentalist to
engage. In additional to publishing competitive rankings, BestMentalist.com also provides
comprehensive information on some of the world’s leading mentalists. The firm has said that it relies
on ratings by other users, the number of events attended and critical acclaim given to decide who
makes it to the top few positions.
The position one slot this year was captured by Derren Brown, who has been a leading voice in this
sector for the last 20 years. Derren Brown has graced a lot of popular events and participated in
numerous TV shows. The number two slot was taken by David Blaine, an American illusionist and
endurance artist who made a name for himself on the streets of New York. Mr. Brown was born in
Brooklyn and raised by a single mother. Although Brown’s concentrates on street magic, his
expertise is also evident in many other areas of mentalism.
Interestingly, popular Israeli mentalist Ehud Segev appeared at position three in this year’s ranking.
Mr. Segev is an internationally acclaimed mentalist and bestselling author. He was born in the Israeli
city of Safed back in 1979. Since he was a teenager, Mr. Segev has been a national sensation in
Israeli. He has also traveled the world and entertained guests in almost every major city. Mr.
Segev’s two books, Secrets of the Voice and 9 Steps to Influence, are global bestsellers.
Other mentalists who made it to the coveted top 7 positions include Marc Salem, the Amazin
Kreskin, Uri Geller, and Marc Helfand. It’ll be interesting to see how things will be looking by the time
BestMentalist.com releases their next ranking sometimes next year.
Contact Information
For more information contact Job Marks of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
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